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CAN this crop circle suggest a planetary arrangement to commemorate the tragic events of September 11

th

2001?

Condolences to readers who lost loved ones, may you know no more sorrow. 10 years since WTC attacks, if interested see my
suggestion for the memorial http://www.wtcsitememorial.org/ent/entI=683093.html but as for now (earth and sky) 2011:
This Sky map is set for Sept. 11th 2011 (tilted 90 dg unticlockwise) see connections between time, space, cc, life& natural laws:

photos:
left- West Woodhay Down, Nr Inkpen, Wiltshire 29th July 2011, right -this year sky map for 11th Sept 2011 00011 3122-10-22
Thanks to researchers who drew attention to the solar system if I read correctly you were looking for a moment such as here:
First notice Earth in Opposition to Venus (in CC–see 2 circles at 2 ends of line/diameter. in sky map- see 2 blue circles above &
bellow a yellow sun) Although Venus is the 2th planet, it is associated with 5 pointed star (sky pentagon every 8 y) and the

golden ratio, which appears only/firstly in number 5, same pentagon and 5 pointed stars as in USA flag, same Venus
ancient goddess of the west, USA, old pagans, perhaps Muslims too. Sept. 11th 2011 and - Venus in opposition to earth.
10 years ago: On day=11, month=09, year=01, Phi the divine proportion, mathematically proved its natural living/deadly force.
The golden ratio: 1.6180339… in the power of 5 = 11. 09 01 (written in Hebrew as: day 11 month 09 year 2001 or 01) this
crop circle (much like twin towers) can be seen twice (symmetrically) 1. While Earth is up and Venus bellow, as photos above:
So, earth on top end line/diameter& Venus rests at the bottom end. Yellow Sun in the center, Mercury & Mars positioned left
to the sun (inside the CC large circle/circumference) these 4 Solid planets are within the inner circle of the solar system. The
th

fifth planet- Jupiter- left side of earth, outer realm. 5 is marked in cc as 5
circles emphasizing 5

th planet

th

circle in a chain of 29, see 5 enclosed little

= Venus indeed positioned on the left side of earth, as seen in sky map.

hints to Saturn, which orbits the

The 29

bead chain

sun every 29 years, the "question mark" starting from the 5th planet Jupiter

th

advance accordingly to the 6 planet, Saturn, also positioned in place (sky map needs a little tilt clockwise) the arrow at the
head/end of Saturn's 29 chain plus the attached sign of Neptune points toward the 8th planet Neptune. But the question
mark ends in Saturn (29 years/beads) and pointing further, to another 29. 29 au =Neptune's distance on sept 2011, see figures:

Neptune

Right
Ascension
22h 5m 20s

Declination
-12° 20.5'

Distance
(AU)

29.054

From 47°N 7°E:
Altitude Azimuth
-54.837 167.989 Set

2. BUT, While earth is down and Venus at the top, photos bellow: Saturn (29 y orbit) is situated left to Venus, Mercury & Mars
right side of Sun. Neptune (29 AU) also in place (keeps both recognition sign of Saturn 29 ys = 29 beads= Neptun 29 AU)

This upside down view point leaves Jupiter and Uranus aside. With the absence of Jupiter (symbolize justice) Perhaps this CC
point of view comes from Jupiter, a place where "see but not seen" evokes harmony, beauty, order, hope….
But planets are not to be worshiped according to my belief, they are there to indicate times, seasons and special celebrations,
they are symbols through which one can admire creation, not fall a slave to the created, but to the creator. See a universal
intelligence, galactic order and knowledge. Or learn this geo –metri (GEO, EGO, GAIA) language for a divine and higher purpose,
of finding what's beyond the veil (crop like proc, parocet in Hebrew) above nature, the holly realm of creation. The absence of
Justice – on 2011 memorial-day saluted from above….like the rest of them endless stars, pre-created nature star-o-tips…otot
The earth vomits what she's fed upon. Used to do it at Night now it happens during the day as well, the phrase" One man's
debris is other man's treasure" is true, history's left over is our food at present, but we must see the big picture…as we digest
There are 10 sephirot scattered along 4 worlds, in Hebrew these are called A B I A
Our physical world was created in Hey = the Fifth letter, 5th
There is a world beyond this one, so we're told, a world that was created with YOD, (twice 5, 10 commandments = 5 on each
side of the original tablets)
The planetary business makes me think about the meaning of Egypt and cultures in ancient days, and why I am forbidden to
worship stars. For me, each one is a letter crowned with the light of God. Planets are simply governments for day and night…if
we're so unhappy with our humane rotten governments imagine the confusion under the planetary governments…army of sky.
So, best bet is talk to god, these huge non verbal intelligences were created before us that's true, like the rest of life they are
beyond us although they move like clocks, they only represent time. Go beyond time…tell you scientists, take a deep dive into
the galactic void and come out empty. You can lose your sense of time completely (see telescopic photos taken only yesterday,
showing what other worlds looked like in the past, as past can be) catch the air, dream, imagine hallucinate Matilda, nothing is
there of course, they all agree, it happened million billion y ago…nothing is left today, no material, but echo and heated visuals,
virtual visuals of long gone past events…and they spend more money in quantum leaps deeper into the outmost absurd, a
dream…dreamed a long, long time ago…instead of waking up, to here and now, they prefer to stay asleep in the primordial
dark, dream like primordial apes on holly trees, waiting for the holy spirit to blow life into their nostrils, in the meanwhile
sending saints, angels and such good souls to poor places to apologize for their own wrong doings, with tv crew for the records.
More Monkeys are about to evolve as predicted by Darwin, that's the latest, according to Hollywood scientific jungle journal.
go see, eat bananas, not all apes survived, some remained as is, making funny faces and fight with fists, but human sapience or
whoever remained, probably found a new way hidden from all current living things, including their own flying cousins.
I need to make sense, so I shall finish with solid facts. Joseph's dream, when he was a Good boy (good= Tov = 17 in Hebrew,
see last days crop circle with 17) he had a dream so powerful it drove his brothers' bananas, including his father, Jacob.
He said, time will come, when the sun the moon and all 11 wheat bunches, will come and bow to me… and I think they do.
The terms: sun crops "Tevuot Shemesh" or "Geresh Yerechim" some sort of moon's signs, both to do with blessings to Joseph,
these can be a connection to the phenomenon of crop circles. If there's any explanation I think it relates to the period of Joseph
followed by Israeli people period in Egypt, a period which started good, but turned to slavery, before giving of the Tora in Sinai
desert. Perhaps Ancient history is rewritten by nature's Ink &pen. Perhaps the planet knows English as well as it forgot Hebrew.
So, am I trying to tell the best of truth as I lie, or is this a lie at all? do I try to bend heaven to fit CC imagination or my own?
I personally prefer the text to the image…but perhaps both are connected. Words become forms eventually. It's a fact. So far
although mysterious, why be scared of drawings…it is people you should fear…people, less advanced than nature itself.
The planets are intelligent beings, living earth included. The moon can write already… what's next? How about us ? what can
we write ? only God knows, either we pull the moon or the moon pulls us, but this music of the spheres is yet to be heard.
In the meantime, I thank my own YHVH and I wish I could explain the word Justic = zedek, in Hebrew. A way and portal of
getting out of Egypt, Jupiter, zedek = 194 (twice zedek =388=chofesh=freedom) I hope Hebrew readers will grasp the zest.
SHALOM
May peace live with justice, may we all know 5 =chamesh =samech=happy, as well as 6 = sas. 6+5= Sas ve samech = twice happy

